Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) is a widely used technique to study transport of molecules in biological systems. Recently, FRAP has been used to study molecular transport in polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs). Through numerical simulations verified by experiments, we show that the FRAP behaviour of PEM films in an aqueous medium differs significantly from that in previously explored systems such as single cells. This is because fluorescence recovery can take place through the aqueous medium surrounding the PEM film. Our simulations show the critical role of the time scale of the different processes namely, diffusion through PEM, diffusion through surrounding medium and the unbinding rate of fluorophore labelled species in the interpretation of FRAP data. An important conclusion from our numerical and experimental study is that, for ultrathin PEM films ~ 100 nm thicknesses, recovery is dominated through solution medium and hence, classical FRAP analysis is not sufficient to probe diffusion in PEM. Our numerical study reveals several aspect of FRAP phenomena in thin polymer films which are critical for the proper interpretation of experimental data.
Introduction
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) is frequently used to study diffusion of fluorescently labelled molecules inside the cellular medium. [1] [2] [3] [4] It has also been used to study transport of fluorescently labelled molecules inside the polymer matrices such as polyelelctrolyte multilayers (PEMs). [5, 6] FRAP experiments are typically performed on soft materials loaded with a fluorescently tagged molecular species (referred to as the fltamolecule) whose transport properties are to be studied. A region of interest is irreversibly photobleached using high incident optical power and, thereafter, the fluorescent recovery is initiated by flta-molecule diffusing from the surrounding fluorescent region. The measurement of fluorescence recovery as a function of time enables the estimation of transport parameters such as the diffusion coefficient. Early work on FRAP as a tool to estimate diffusion coefficient dates back to 1976, where the methods to estimate diffusion coefficient under different types of bleaching profile and recovery channels were enunciated. [7] [8] [9] Subsequently, molecular interaction were introduced in the model and methods to indirectly evaluate reaction rate constant were presented. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Advent of PEMs, alternate layers of polyanions and polycations, (Figure 1 ), has enabled a versatile layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly method to fabricate multilayer devices for a wide variety of applications ranging from programmable drug delivery capsules to scaffolds for cell growth. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The performance of these multilayer devices are strongly dependent on the diffusivity of drug molecules (or other relevant bioactive species) within these polymers whose thicknesses can range from nanometres to microns. [21] [22] [23] There are some recent studies which have used the FRAP phenomenon to study diffusion of proteins in PEMs as well as inter-diffusion of the components of the PEM system within the multilayer stack. [24, 25] These studies assumed an analytical model of fluorescence recovery which is (a) more appropriate for a closed system such as a cell and (b) assumed only diffusion to be the mechanism of recovery while ignoring other effects such as adsorption and desorption of the molecules to the PEM matrix. To increase the rigor in the analysis of FRAP data from thin films, we studied the transport of molecules in PEMs surrounded by an aqueous medium numerically, incorporating the effect of additional transport pathways such as the surrounding medium and considering the effect of finite film thickness. The simulations were done to understand the conditions under which the use of purely diffusive models for quantitative analysis of FRAP experiments in PEM, used in recent reports, are justified. [26] [27] [28] Additionally, these simulations were used to study FRAP behaviour as a function of parameters such as PEM thickness, diffusion and reaction constants. Our main finding based on this rigorous model is that, in the case of ultrathin PEM films (< 100 nm), recovery is dominated through the solution medium. In other words, FRAP experiments done with ultrathin PEM films cannot probe diffusion through the PEM matrix effectively. This is important because of the recent report where transverse diffusion was optically probed in ~ 100 nm films. [29] Previous works on PEM FRAP has employed the analysis procedure developed for only a single channel recovery process and ignored the factors discussed above which are important for accurate parameter estimation. These findings have important consequences for the interpretation and quantitative estimation of transport of molecules in PEM. Our findings suggest that a single channel analysis, hitherto used to analyse all PEM FRAP data, might lead to erroneous conclusions when applied without considering the relative importance of other recovery mechanisms.
Description of the Numerical Model
In a typical FRAP experiment, a portion of the fluorescently labelled molecules is irreversibly The spatio-temporal evolution of the flta-molecule, c(x, y, t) can be described by following set of equations: 
where, σ is the concentration of bound flta-molecule in the PEM, k on & k off are forward and backward reaction rate constant, and σ m is the maximum number of sites available in the PEM. No-flux boundary condition, Equation 4 , is applied at the outer boundary.
The system of equations was solved using commercial finite element numerical solver "COMSOL Multiphysics".
Selection of parameters
The parameters used for the simulation are mentioned in (Table 1) , they were chosen to match typical experimental settings. [13, 14, 30, 31] 
Results and Discussion
In an aqueous PEM system, the surrounding solution medium loosens up the polymer chains enhancing diffusion through the film [44, 45] . Hence, flta-molecules from the interior of the PEM films can diffuse transversely (along the film thickness) through the polyelectrolyte medium to reach the PEM/solution interface to feed this additional recovery channel.
Therefore, in the case of PEMs geometrical parameters of the system such as film thickness can have a considerable effect on the fluorescence recovery process due to their effect on diffusion. A single channel recovery process is devoid of the complication mentioned above.
The analysis can be simplified in two limits, namely the diffusion and reaction limited case.
For the sake of completion, we discuss the single channel (classical) FRAP with reaction kinetics followed by its extension to two-channel FRAP applicable to PEMs.
Single channel recovery process
Diffusion coefficient in a single channel FRAP process on a uniformly bleached circular region can be estimated by: [7, 8] 
where, w is the radius of bleached portion and τ 3 4 ⁄ is the time required to recover threefourth of the final total fluorescent intensity. Though this result is widely used for estimating recovery, it is applicable only when the reaction kinetics is ignored. This issue has been discussed in detail elsewhere, we illustrate this point by using the numerical model described in the previous section [14] . We have varied the diffusion coefficient in the medium, D from yielding an unbinding time scale of 100 sec is shown in Fig. 3(a) . In the case of stronger reaction (k off = 0.001 s −1 ) the recovery profile simply expands to the corresponding time scale as shown in supplementary Fig. S1 . We used the numerical model to calculate the exact recovery curve and compared it with the analytically calculated values of diffusion using Eq.
(5). An increase in the rate of recovery can be seen (Fig. 3(a) ) as the diffusion coefficient is 
Recovery in ultrathin PEMs
As mentioned before, the fluorescence recovery in the PEM systems occurs through multiple channels. We illustrate the importance of recovery through the solution medium in PEMs of nanoscale thickness. Fig. 4(a-d) that the FRAP experiment in ultrathin PEM t y ≤ 100 nm cannot probe the diffusion coefficient in the polymer medium.
Comparison of FRAP in PEMs with the single channel recovery process
The thickness dependence of PEMs in the fluorescence recovery is characterized by simulating the recovery curves for a range of PEM thickness as shown in Figure 5 
FRAP Experiments in ultrathin PEM (PAA/PAH) films
In order to validate the model proposed above, we performed a set of experiments with thin should have caused a significant difference in the recovery time-scales. 
Conclusion
We have presented a general framework where a simple time-scale analysis aids in understanding FRAP in PEM thin film system as well as in the selection of appropriate experimental settings for accurate parameter estimation using FRAP data. The FRAP in thin polymer layers is analyzed using experiments and a numerical model which includes the effect of diffusion and binding of the fluorophore tagged molecular species. The most important conclusion which we drew from the results of the numerical simulations is that for ultrathin polymer layers (thickness ~ 100 nm), FRAP technique cannot be used to probe diffusion through the polymer medium as the fluorescence recovery is dominated by diffusion through the surrounding solution layer. PEM thickness should be at least of the order of 10 μm for an accurate estimation of the diffusion coefficient of the molecular species in the polymer layer. Furthermore, even when this thickness constraint is satisfied, the analytical formula Eq. 5 used to estimate diffusion coefficient values from recovery curves can be applied only after ensuring that the diffusion time scale is much longer than the reaction timescale. Experimentally this can be ensured by varying width of the bleached portion in the FRAP experiment which should yield the same diffusion coefficient. When these conditions cannot be ensured or if the binding/unbinding rates are not available, it is necessary to resort to full numerical simulation such as the one we have presented in this article. Finally, we verified the predictions from this model using experiments conducted on thick (~9 microns) and thin (~100 nm) PEM films. These finding are of important consequence in the interpretation and analysis of FRAP experiments to probe molecular transport in polymer films and the results suggest a careful approach towards transport parameter estimation in a multi channel recovery system such as the PEMs.
